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Improved tensile properties of steel fiber reinforced concrete (SFRC) make it suitable for repairing and
strengthening of reinforced concrete elements. The use of this material as repairing or strengthening
material has increased during the last years motivating the development of numerical tools for the design
of this type of intervention technique.

The numerical simulation of the mechanical behavior of a series of reinforced concrete beams which
includes strengthened and repaired beams with high performance self compacting SFRC tested under
shear is presented in this paper. SFRC is considered as a composite material composed of concrete matrix
and fibers and a simple homogenization approach based on modified mixture theory is used to model its
mechanical behavior. An evolutionary algorithm is proposed in order to simulate the whole process of
testing, repairing and retesting the beams.

The numerical simulations can accurately reproduce flexure characterization tests and predict the
bearing capacity of the repaired and strengthened beams tested under shear. Furthermore, other repair-
ing/strengthening options are numerically studied. The numerical results could be useful to improve the
design of this kind of intervention techniques.

� 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The reinforced concrete (RC) structures repairing or strengthen-
ing technique using fiber reinforced concrete (FRC) avoids some of
the problems that other systems present like the brittle failure of
the interface repairing or strengthening layer/concrete. Compared
with fiber reinforced polymers, fiber reinforced cement composites
present higher resistance against high temperature and ultraviolet
radiation, longer term durability and, fundamentally, more com-
patibility with the substrate [1]. Moreover, the use of fibers in
the repairing or strengthening concrete layer helps controlling
shrinkage cracking.

The use of FRC for repairing or strengthening purposes of differ-
ent types of concrete and RC elements like beams, columns, panels,
joints, slabs and pavements is increasing nowadays and has been
extensively investigated during the last years. Different types of
cement based materials for the matrix like normal strength, high
strength concrete or self consolidating concrete, were used and
compared. Moreover different types, sizes and shapes of fibers
were used.

A brief review on the principal fields of application of SFRC as
strengthening and repairing material and the research work done
in this area are presented in the following paragraphs.

The use of slurry infiltrated mat concrete (SIMCOM) for repair
and rehabilitation of RC beams and columns was studied by Naa-
man et al. [2]. They concluded that SIMCOM can successfully inter-
act with RC elements substantially increasing flexural strength and
energy absorption capacity.

The flexure behavior of beams repaired with a bottom concrete
layer of self compacting concrete and self compacting FRC was
experimentally studied by Mesbah et al. [3]. The use of self com-
pacting concrete has shown to be a good option to facilitate the
pouring.

The use of ultra-high strength steel fiber-reinforced concrete
(UFC) jacketing for the strengthening of internal nodes of RC
frames was proposed by Wang and Lee [4]. They showed that the
use of UFC leaded to an increase of ductility and the formation of
plastic hinges in the beams.

A new material called ultra-high performance cement-based
fiber composite (CARDIFRC) was presented by Farhat et al. [5]. It
is an ultra high performance composite reinforced with 8% in
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Nomenclature

ðaiÞm set of internal variables for the mth component
Aklij stress mapping fourth order tensor
c parameter to control the shape of yield function in the

octahedral plane
dim Kronecker delta
E Young modulus
Eij elasticity modulus in ith direction
eij total strain tensor for the composite
ðeijÞn strain tensor for the nth component
ee

ij elastic strain tensor
ep

ij plastic strain tensor
es

ij slipping strain tensor
F yield function
f equivalent stress
F fibers elastic limit threshold defined in the fictitious iso-

tropic space
�f equivalent stress in the fictitious isotropic space
FL flexure strength
Fps fibers elastic limit threshold
G plastic potential function
Gc crushing energy
gc maximum energy densities dissipated in uniaxial com-

pression
Gf fracture energy
gf maximum energy densities dissipated in uniaxial ten-

sion
H heaviside function
K yield threshold
K hardening function in the fictitious isotropic space
kFi fiber content in ith direction
km volumetric fraction corresponding to mth component
jp

comp plastic hardening variable value for the concrete peak
compression stress

jp plastic damage variable or isotropic plastic hardening
variable

_k plastic consistency parameter
lc external parameter depending on the finite element

mesh
r normalized ramp function defined in Eq. (9)
R0p compression/tension elastic limit ratio
Rbc compression equibiaxial/uniaxial ratio
rc yield threshold evolution in uniaxial compression
ri yield stress in ith direction
ric principal concrete stresses
rij stress tensors in actual orthotropic space
ðrijÞm stress tensor for the mth component
rm compression strength
�rmn elastic threshold in the actual orthotropic space
rt yield threshold evolution in uniaxial tension
ruc uniaxial compression strength
rutx uniaxial tensile slip strength in axial direction
rstx uniaxial tensile slipping threshold in axial direction
ry yield stress
ryc uniaxial compression yield threshold
�s elastic threshold in the fictitious isotropic space
skl stress tensors in fictitious isotropic space
v Poisson ratio
v ij Poisson ratio in ith direction
Wðeij;aiÞ composite free energy density per volume unity
Wmðeij; ðaiÞmÞ free energy density per volume unity of each m-

component
ð�Þc subscript for concrete
ð�ÞFi subscript for ith fiber orientation
ð�Þps superscript for inelastic (plastic/slip) in fibers
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volume of short fibers. They used this material for the reinforce-
ment of under reinforced concrete beams under flexure and over
reinforced concrete beams under shear. In all strengthening setups
the strength of the beams was increased with the reinforcement.

Experimental results of two actual scale bridge piles repaired
with high performance fiber reinforced concrete (HPFRC) were pre-
sented by Massicotte and Boucher [6]. The strengthened pile pre-
sented greater load bearing capacity, increasing with load cycles,
and also greater ductility.

An ultra high performance fiber reinforced concrete (UHPFRC)
was used by Brühwiler and Denarié [7] to restore RC structures that
have suffered environment attacks and surface mechanical actions.
They showed some applications already done in bridge decks, high-
ways protection barriers, bridge piles and industrial floors.

The efficiency of high performance fiber-reinforced micro-con-
crete as a repair material when applied on concrete beams was
evaluated by Skazlic et al. [8] and they concluded that the use of
this material for repairing purposes has both economical and tech-
nical advantages.

The behavior of rectangular concrete plates used as industrial
pavements repaired with FRC was studied by Boscato and Russo
[9]. They achieved excellent adherence between the materials
and increase of the first crack load and the collapse load.

A self compacting FRC jacketing was used by Martinola et al.
[10] to strengthen and repair RC beams predominantly subjected
to flexion. They obtained good adherence between the jacketing
and the beams and the flexural strength and stiffness were
increased.
An overview of the different possible applications of HPFRC for
strengthening or repairing existing RC structures was presented by
Maringoni et al. [11] and the benefits in terms of bearing capacity,
stiffness and durability were discussed.

RC beams were repaired by Iskhakov et al. [12] replacing the
compression zone concrete by steel fiber reinforced high strength
concrete (SFHSC) and creating two layers beams. The addition of
steel fibers increased ultimate deformations and provided supple-
mentary energy dissipation to the structure.

A patch repair method that uses high performance fiber rein-
forced cement composites to repair RC members damaged by chlo-
ride attack was presented by Iskhakov et al. [12]. Strength could be
recovered if the amount of corrosion was less than 10%.

The numerical simulation of the mechanical behavior of a series
of reinforced concrete beams which includes strengthened and
repaired beams with high performance self compacting SFRC
tested under shear is presented in this paper. First some numerical
models for SFRC developed by other authors are briefly reviewed.
Then the experimental program and the main properties of the
RC beams analyzed are presented. Next, the constitutive model
used is described and the algorithm developed to simulate the
behavior of repaired beams is presented. The comparison between
numerical and experimental results is used to validate the numer-
ical model developed. Finally, the paper is completed with the
numerical simulation of non tested alternatives. Useful conclusions
for the design of shear strengthening/repairing of RC beams with
SFRC are obtained.
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2. Numerical models for SFRC. Brief review

Although some experimental works related to the use of fiber
reinforced composites with cement like matrix for the repairing
or strengthening of RC structures have been published, practical
tools for the design of this type of intervention techniques are still
in development. The prediction of the response of repaired or
strengthened structures usually requires the numerical simulation
of the resulting composite structures.

While concrete and RC behavior under multi-axial loads has
been well studied, documented and modeled by several research-
ers, several differences between the constitutive models proposed
for FRC in the existing codes can be found [13].

Constitutive models for SFRC can be classified in macro-models,
meso-models and micro models according to the scale in which
they are defined.

In macro-models the composite material is represented as a
unique material with average properties. These types of model
are usually based on a phenomenological approach in which
the constitutive laws are obtained from laboratory tests. In gen-
eral, models originally developed for plain concrete are modified
to simulate the behavior of SFRC. These models are based on dif-
ferent approaches for the continuum like hypoelastic models [14]
microplane models [15], smeared crack models [16], hardening
elastoplastic models [17], elastoplastic Willam-Warnke models
[18], damage models [19,20] or non linear models calibrated
with experimental results from tension and compression
tests [21].

The main task in this type of approach is the definition of the
tensile behavior of SFRC that can be measured in direct tension
tests or indirectly obtained through an inverse analysis from bend-
ing tests results [22]. The advantage of this phenomenological
approach is the use of material information at the relevant scale
for the analysis of the structure [23]. The main drawback is the
need of extensive and costly experimental tests [23]. Since meso-
mechanical behavior is not explicitly modeled, fiber volume frac-
tion, aspect ratio, type, distribution and orientation cannot be
taken into account. These data are relevant for SFRC concrete
behavior and new experimental results should be obtained every
time any of them is changed.

Many of these problems can be avoided with meso-mechanical
derived models in which constitutive materials, concrete and
fibers, and sometimes fiber/matrix interface are explicitly taken
into account or with micro-mechanical models in which the com-
ponents of concrete: mortar and aggregates are additionally con-
sidered. The development of constitutive models relating the
meso-structural or micro-structural parameters to the mechanical
behavior of fiber composites is also motivated by the possibility of
designing the material for each application and predicting the
behavior of the designed material [24].

Constitutive relations meso-mechanically or micro-mechani-
cally derived involve two major steps: (1) derivation of crack
bridging force for a single fiber in terms of meso-parameters and
(2) derivation of the composite behavior for a given fiber distribu-
tion [25]. Models differ in the way in which these two steps are
developed and combined.

The derivation of the crack bridging forces can be done from
experimental pull out tests or meso-mechanically derived [26–30].

Some meso-mechanical approaches explicitly model the fibers
using different types of discrete elements [31,32]. Some of these
models also use a multi-scale approach [33,34] to represent the
composite behavior at the macro-scale.

Alternatively, instead of modeling the fibers Radtke et al. [35]
consider the fiber reactions that are applied to the matrix nodes
including a fix radius surrounding the fibers ends.
Other authors use simpler homogenization models like Mori
Tanaka [23] or classic mixture theory [36,29,37] to model the com-
posite behavior as a function of the fiber volume fraction, orienta-
tion and geometric and mechanical properties without the need of
explicitly modeling them. Brighenti et al. [38] compare a discontin-
uous-like finite element (FE) approach and a lattice model for FRC.
They show that the lattice model gives a detailed description of the
fracture pattern, while the discontinuous FE approach mainly gives
only global information.

A simple homogenization approach for SFRC based on a modi-
fied mixture theory was proposed by the authors in a previous
paper [39]. SFRC is considered as a composite material composed
by concrete matrix which is modeled with an elastoplastic model
[40,41] and steel fibers considered as orthotropic elastoplastic
inclusions that can debond and slip from the matrix. Constitutive
equations of fibers are modified using the approach proposed by
Luccioni and López [42] in order to include this inelastic phenom-
enon without explicitly modeling the interface. The model requires
concrete properties, fibers material, geometry, distribution and ori-
entation as input data. The fibers bond–slip behavior is obtained
from pull out tests.

This model is used in the present paper to simulate the mechan-
ical response of RC beams strengthened and repaired with SFRC
tested under shear.

3. Experimental program

The main objective of the experimental program was the eval-
uation of the SFRC performance as shear repairing/strengthening
system for RC beams, specially the contribution of the steel fibers
to the behavior of the repaired/strengthened beams [43]. For this
purpose, RC beams were designed according to CIRSOC 201-2005
[44] standard which has the same requirements as ACI-318-2005
[45] standard to present shear failure.

The program consisted of a total of 14 RC beams with stirrups
casted together. The dimensions and reinforcement of the RC
beams tested are shown in Fig. 1(a) while the main characteristics
of the different specimens are summarized in Table 1. Some of the
beams were damaged, repaired with SFRC and retested. These
beams are called repaired beams in Table 1. The rest of the beams
were initially strengthened with SFRC and tested. These beams are
called strengthened beams in Table 1.

The beams were repaired/strengthened with a high perfor-
mance self compacting SFRC jacketing. See Fig. 1(b). To study the
effect of fibers addition, three types of repairing/strengthening
material were used, plain concrete and SFRC with two different
steel fibers dosages, 30 kg/m3 and 60 kg/m3. According to previous
experimental tests 60 kg/m3 was the maximum fiber content com-
patible with SFRC workability and casting of the SFRC jacketing.
30 kg/m3 was chosen as an intermediate value between 60 kg/m3

and 0 kg/m3 corresponding to plain concrete.
In all cases, the jacketing thickness was 30 mm. 50 mm length

and 1 mm diameter hooked end steel fibers with yield strength of
860 MPa (normal strength fibers) were used for SFRC jacketing.
The average mechanical properties of concrete used for the beams
and for the different types of jacketing and the properties of the
steel rebars used in RC beams are presented in Tables 2 and 3
respectively. Concrete properties were obtained from compression
tests of cylindrical specimens and flexure tests of notched beams
(150 � 150 � 600 mm) performed at the same age of the beams‘
tests, more than 28 days in all cases. Both strength and elasticity
modulus of longitudinal steel bars were obtained from tension tests
while for stirrups and hangers only the bars’ strength was measured
and a typical value was considered for the elasticity modulus.

The beams were tested under asymmetric flexure with an
INSTRON 8504 press; see Fig. 1(c). The displacement of the load appli-
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Fig. 1. (a) RC beam. (b) Repaired/strengthened beam. (c) Test setup.

Table 1
Beams tested.

Beam Treatment Fiber content (kg/m3)

1; 2 Str. –
4; 5; 6 Rep. –
7; 8 Str. 30
10; 11; 12 Rep. 30
13; 14 Str. 60
16; 17 Rep. 60

Str.: strengthened, Rep.: repaired.

Table 2
Plain concrete average properties.

Materials Beams Jacketing (concrete matrix for SFRC)
Properties

Compression strength rm (Pa) 26.3 95.3
Young modulus E (GPa) 24.0 41.5
Flexure strength FL (kN) 12.2 16.4

Table 3
Steel rebar average properties.

Steel Yield stress ry (MPa) Young modulus E (GPa)

Long. bars 489.9 191.2
Stirrups 520.1 200.0
Hangers 452.5 200.0
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cation point was recorded. The beams were first tested under load
control and then, with displacement control going through the peak
load and getting part of the descending branch of the load–deflection
curve. Finally, they were unloaded in a controlled way. An increasing
load 0.167 kN/s to reach 30 kN was first applied; then, the test was
continued with a displacement rate of 0.5 mm/min.

A displacement criterion was used to define the extent of damage
previous to the repairing of beams. Most of the RC beams were tested
up to a displacement of 12mm shift. However, some of them showed
a very pronounced softening after the maximum load and the tests
were stopped when the load decreased to 70% of the maximum load,
before that displacement (12 mm) was reached. The strengthened/
repaired beams were tested up to a deflection of 14 mm.
Experimental results show that repair or strengthening with
SFRC jacketing improves the RC beams behavior under shear. The
principal effect of fibers addition to the jacketing was preventing
debonding from the RC beam [43].

The particular objective of strengthening was the increase of
load bearing capacity. Statistically, the RC beams strengthened
with SFRC increased their shear strength while for the case of
beams strengthened with plain concrete no strength increase
was found [43]. In conclusion, the fiber reinforced concrete jacket-
ing looks like an efficient method for shear strengthening of RC
beams [43].

The particular objective of repairing was the restitution of the
original load bearing capacity. Statistically, the beams repaired
with SFRC presented greater strength than the original beams
when they were not excessively damaged in previous test. Con-
cluding, SFRC jacketing with at least 30 kg/m3 of fibers seems to
be an efficient shear repairing method for RC beams but the per-
centage of strength recovery depends on the severity of previous
damage [43].

4. Constitutive models

SFRC can be regarded as composite material consisting of a brit-
tle concrete matrix plus short disperses fibers. One of the simplest
ways of modeling composites behavior is mixture theory [46–48].
This paper employs modified mixture theory for orthotropic mate-
rials to simulate SFRC behavior taking into account the concrete
and fibers contribution. Particularly, the anisotropic behavior of
fibers and their slipping are modeled in a simplified way [39].

Tensor notation is used in all the following equations, scalars
have no index, vectors are identified with one index, second order
tensors like strain and stress tensors are identified with two sub
index while fourth order tensor like stiffness tensors are identified
with four sub index.

4.1. Composite material

The classic theory of mixtures is based on the following
assumptions [46–48],

(1) The set of component substances is present in each infinites-
imal volume of the composite.
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(2) Each component contributes to the behavior of the compos-
ite in proportion to its volumetric participation.

(3) The volume occupied by each component is lesser than the
volume occupied by the composite.

(4) All the components have the same strain (compatibility
condition).

For small strains, and n-component composite materials this
last assumption is written

eij ¼ ðeijÞ1 ¼ ðeijÞ2 ¼ � � � ¼ ðeijÞn ð1Þ

where eij and ðeijÞn are the strain tensors for the composite and the
nth component.

On the other hand, the composite free energy density can be
written

Wðeij;aiÞ ¼
Xn

m¼1

kmWmðeij; ðaiÞmÞ ð2Þ

where Wmðeij; ðaiÞmÞ is the free energy density per volume unity of
each m-component, km ¼ dVm=dV is the corresponding volumetric
ratio and ðaiÞm is a set of internal variables.

The composite secant constitutive equation can be obtained
from Coleman relations that guarantee the fulfillment of Clasius-
Duhem inequality [49]:

rij ¼
@Wðekl;akÞ

@eij
¼
Xn

m¼1

km
@Wmðekl; ðakÞmÞ

@eij
¼
Xn

m¼1

kmðrijÞm ð3Þ

where each m-component stress tensor ðrijÞm is obtained from the
constitutive equations respectively.

SFRC is considered as a composite formed by a concrete matrix
identified with c subscript and fibers oriented in three orthogonal
directions x, y and z and identified with Fx, Fy and Fz subscript
respectively. The fiber/matrix interface is not explicitly considered.

Compatibility condition Eq. (1) is written as

ðeijÞSFRC ¼ ðeijÞc ¼ ðeijÞFx
¼ ðeijÞFy

¼ ðeijÞFz
ð4Þ

It should be noted that Eq. (4) is a strong restrain. It is well known
that fiber slipping over the matrix plays an important role in SFRC
behavior, especially in post-cracking stage. Therefore, Eq. (4) is
retained but the fibers constitutive model is modified to take into
account slipping without explicitly modeling the interface. The
fibers total strain is supposed to represent both the fibers and the
interface strains and to be formed by an elastic strain ee

ij, a plastic
strain ep

ij and a slipping strain es
ij

ðeijÞFx
¼ ee

ij

� �
Fx

þ ep
ij

� �
Fx

þ es
ij

� �
Fx|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

eps
ij

� �
Fx

ðeijÞFy
¼ ee

ij

� �
Fy

þ ep
ij

� �
Fy

þ es
ij

� �
Fy|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

eps
ij

� �
Fy

ðeijÞFz
¼ ee

ij

� �
Fz

þ ep
ij

� �
Fz

þ es
ij

� �
Fz|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

eps
ij

� �
Fz

ð5Þ

Strictly, only the first two terms (elastic and plastic) take place in
fibers, the third term corresponds to inelastic fiber–matrix relative
displacement that takes place at the interface. As a result of Eqs. (4)
and (5), the strain in the fibers is not actually equal to that in the
matrix. The last two terms in each equation constitute the inelastic
strain eps

ij that takes place at the set of fiber and fiber/matrix
interface.
4.2. Concrete constitutive model

A modified plastic damage model is used for concrete [41]. The
plastic behavior is obtained as a generalization of classical theory
of plasticity especially appropriate for geomaterials. The elastic
behavior limit is defined through a yield function,

FððrijÞc; ðj
pÞcÞ ¼ f ððrijÞcÞ � KððrijÞc; ðj

pÞcÞ 6 0 ð6Þ

where f ððrijÞcÞ is the equivalent stress. A modified Lubliner-Oller
yielding criterion is used in this paper [41]. KððrijÞc; ðjpÞcÞ is the
yield threshold and ðjpÞc is the plastic damage variable or isotropic
plastic hardening variable.

The following flaw rule is defined for the plastic strains.

_ep
ij

� �
c
¼ _k

@GððrmnÞc; ðjpÞcÞ
@ðrijÞc

ð7Þ

where _k is the plastic consistency parameter and G is the plastic
potential function. Lubliner-Oller [50] function is used for G.

The plastic hardening variable jp is obtained normalizing
energy plastically dissipated to unity and varies between 0 for
the virgin material and 1 when the material has dissipated all
the available energy. The evolution law for the plastic hardening
variable takes into account the differentiated behavior in tension
and compression and properly simulates energy dissipation for tri-
axial compression processes [51],

ð _jpÞc ¼
r

g�f
þ ð1� rÞ

g�c

" #
ðrijÞcð _e

p
ijÞc ð8Þ

where

r ¼
P3

i¼1jricjP3
i¼1jricj

� 0 hrici ¼
1
2
½ric þ jricj� ð9Þ

ric: are the principal concrete stresses

g�f ¼
P3

i¼1jricjRop

f ððrijÞcÞ

 !1þHð�rÞ

gf g�c ¼
P3

i¼1jricj
f ððrijÞcÞ

 !1þHð�rÞ

gc ð10Þ

Hð�rÞ
¼ 0 if r > 0
¼ 1 if r ¼ 0

8><
>:

Rop is the compression/tension yield threshold ratio, gf and gc are the
maximum energy densities dissipated in uniaxial tension and com-
pression respectively and can be evaluated as follows

gf ¼
Gf

lc
and gc ¼

Gc

lc
ð11Þ

where Gf and Gc are fracture and crushing energies respectively and
lc is an external parameter depending on the finite element (FE)
mesh that is introduced to achieve response objectivity with respect
to the mesh size.

The following evolution law is used for the equivalent yield
threshold,

KððrijÞc; ðj
pÞcÞ ¼ rrtððjpÞcÞ þ ð1� rÞrcððjpÞcÞ ð12Þ

where rtððjpÞcÞ and rcððjpÞcÞ represent the yield thresholds evolu-
tion in uniaxial tension and compression tests respectively. Expo-
nential decay and exponential with maximum functions are used
to define tension and compression hardening/softening respectively.

Loading/unloading conditions are derived from the Kuhn–Tucker
relations formulated for problems with unilateral restrictions.

_k P 0 F 6 0 _kF ¼ 0 ð13Þ
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4.3. Fibers constitutive model

One approximate way to represent SFRC within mixture theory
is by modifying the fibers constitutive equation [42,52,53,39]
according to Eq. (5). The fibers plastic deformation in conjunction
with the inelastic slipping mechanism are modeled using an ortho-
tropic elastoplastic model. Normally, fibers slip before yielding.
The elastic threshold actually represents the slipping threshold.
This threshold is markedly lower in fibers direction. Slipping and
plastic strains are oriented in fibers direction.

To take into account this orthotropy without defining orthotro-
pic criteria for slipping threshold, the space mapping approach is
used [54,40]. This approach assumes that there are two spaces,
the actual orthotropic space and the fictitious isotropic space.
Stress tensors in both spaces are related through a linear transfor-
mation defined by a fourth order stress mapping tensor Aklij that
depends on material orthotropy,

skl ¼ Aklijrij ð14Þ

where skl y rij are the stress tensors in fictitious isotropic space and
actual orthotropic space respectively. Aklij is defined as a constant
diagonal fourth order tensor [55],

Aklij ¼ dimdjndkmdln
�s

�rmn
ð15Þ

where dim is the Kronecker delta, �s is the elastic threshold in the fic-
titious isotropic space (the same in all directions) and rmn is the
value of that threshold in the actual orthotropic space in the in
the direction n in the plane normal to direction m.

The problem is solved in the fictitious isotropic space and then
the results are mapped to the actual orthotropic space.

A function similar to yield surface in plasticity is defined in the
fictitious isotropic space to represent elastic threshold,

FpsððrijÞF ; ðj
psÞFÞ ¼ FððsijÞF ; ð�j

psÞFÞ ¼ �f ððsijÞFÞ � Kðð�jpsÞFÞ ¼ 0 ð17Þ

F is the elastic threshold function defined in the fictitious isotropic
space, Kðð�jpsÞFÞ is the hardening function and �f is the equivalent
stress in the fictitious isotropic space for which Von Mises function
is used in this paper.

The evolution of inelastic strains in fibers and fiber/matrix
interface is obtained with a flaw rule similar to the one used in
plasticity theory,

_eps
ij

� �
F
¼ _k

@FpsððrmnÞFÞ
@ðrijÞF

¼ _k
@�f ððsmnÞFÞ
@ðrijÞF

¼ _k
@�f ððsmnÞFÞ
@ðsklÞF

ðsklÞF
@ðrijÞF

¼ _k
@�f ððsmnÞFÞ
@ðsklÞF

Aklij

ð18Þ

Von Mises yield function is used as plastic potential function in the
fictitious isotropic space. As a consequence of material orthotropy
expressed through tensor Aklij, the inelastic strains are mainly ori-
ented in fibers’ direction. Force–displacement curves obtained from
pull out tests are used to define inelastic hardening function
Kðð�jpsÞFÞ in fibers direction. Inelastic work is used as hardening var-
iable ð�jpsÞF in the fictitious isotropic space.

4.4. Reinforcement model

The longitudinal and transverse reinforcement bars are not
explicitly modeled as separated elements but their presence in
concrete elements is taken into account using classical mixture
theory explained in Section 4.1. Reinforcing steel bars are supposed
to be perfectly bonded to concrete. An orthotropic elastoplastic
model is used for the reinforcing bars. Orthotropy is taken into
account with the space mapping approach described in Section 4.3.
Von Mises yield criterion is used to define both elastic threshold
and plastic potential function in the fictitious isotropic space.
Due to orthotropy described by tensor Aklij, plastic strains are ori-
ented in rebars direction. Force–displacement curves obtained
from uniaxial tension tests are used to define plastic hardening
function Kð�kpsÞ in rebars’ direction. Plastic work is used as harden-
ing variable �kps in the fictitious isotropic space.
5. Material mechanical properties

The models described in Section 4 were implemented in a 2D
non linear static and dynamic FE program developed for research
purposes. This code can be used to solve plane stress, plane strain
or axial symmetric problems. Different material models are imple-
mented in this program, particularly the plastic damage model
used for concrete [41] and plasticity model used for steel rebars.
Composite materials can be solved using classical mixture theory
[46–48] or modified mixture theory for orthotropic materials to
take into account fibers debonding and slipping. In addition to
the mechanical data of all component materials and the corre-
sponding volume proportions and orientation in case of anisotropic
materials, the load displacement curve obtained from pull out tests
is used as input data to characterize the hardening function corre-
sponding to the fibers plus the fiber/matrix interface. Different
alternatives to integrate constitutive equations are available but
return mapping algorithm was used for all the components in this
paper. Displacement control is used and non linear equilibrium
equations are solved with Newton Raphson method.

First the material mechanical properties were calibrated. For
this purpose, material characterization tests were numerically
reproduced. The plain concrete properties are indicated in Table 4
that includes the normal strength concrete used in beams and the
high strength concrete used as matrix in SFRC jacketing. Some of
the properties were obtained from standard compression tests
[56] and modulus tests [57]. The rest of the properties were indi-
rectly adjusted to fit the experimental response in material charac-
terization tests.

The FE mesh used to simulate notched beams flexure tests is
shown in Fig. 2(a). A sensitivity analysis was carried out in order
to choose the adequate mesh size. The mesh was refined around
the notch where the inelastic process is expected to localize. A
zoom of that part is also shown in Fig. 2(a). Plain stress elements
were used. The dimensions of the beams are those of a notched
Rilem beam [58].

From Table 4 it can be seen that high strength concrete has
greater fracture energy Gf and greater ratio R0p ¼ ryc=rt between
compression yield strength ryc and tension strength rt , than nor-
mal strength concrete. In fact, for high strength concrete the ten-
sion strength is slightly higher than that corresponding to normal
strength concrete [59].

Many normal and high strength concrete notched beams were
tested. The numerical response of normal strength and high
strength plain concrete beams and their comparison with average
experimental results are presented in Fig. 2(a) where load versus
crack mouth opening displacement (CMOD) is represented. A good
correlation between numerical and experimental results is
obtained for the materials parameters presented in Table 4.

For the numerical simulation of SFRC beams the amount of
fibers in the axial direction was directly obtained counting the
fibers approximately parallel to the beam axis going through the
central section after the tests. The result of this account was quite
near to 40% of the total volume of fibers that was also theoretically
suggested by Torrijos [60].

The mechanical properties used to characterize the set of steel
fibers and interface are presented in Table 5. Fiber pull-out tests
results were used to define hardening behavior in fiber axial direc-



Table 4
Plain concrete properties.

Properties Concrete

Normal strength (RC beams) High strength (jacketing)

Elasticity modulus E (MPa) 24,010 41,500
Poisson ratio m 0.2 0.2
Uniaxial compression strength ruc (MPa) 26.3 95.3
Uniaxial compression yield threshold ryc (MPa) 18.0 67.0
Compression/tension elastic limit ratio R0p 7.0 22.5
Compression equibiaxial/uniaxial ratio Rbc 1.16 1.16
Parameter to control the shape of yield function in the octahedral plane [41] c 3.5 3.5
Plastic hardening variable value for the peak compression stress jp

comp 0.15 0.15

Fracture energy Gf (MPa mm) 0.08 0.125
Crush energy Gc (MPa mm) 6.6 10.6
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Fig. 2. Average experimental and numerical results. (a) Plain concrete beams; (b) SFRC beams.

Table 5
Properties used to model the set of fiber and interface.

Properties

Elasticity modulus Exx (MPa) 210,000
Poisson ratio mxy ¼ mxz ¼ mzy ¼ myz 0.2
Elasticity modulus Eyy = Ezz (MPa) 1
Poisson ratio vyx = vzx 9.52e�7
Uniaxial tensile slip strength in axial direction rutx (MPa) 820.2
Uniaxial tensile slipping threshold in axial direction rstx (MPa) 29.0
Elastic threshold ratio rstx=rsty ¼ rstx=rstz 0.0001

x is the axial fiber direction, y and z are normal to fiber direction.
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Fig. 3. Average experimental fiber pull-out response [61].
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tion. A force–displacement diagram obtained from pull-out tests of
steel fibers from the concrete matrix used in the SFRC jacketing
[61] is presented in Fig. 3. This pull-out curve corresponds to a fiber
normal to the crack face.

The comparison between numerical and average experimental
results for SFRC beams bending tests for two different amounts
of fibers (30 kg/m3 and 60 kg/m3) are presented in Fig. 2(b). While
the numerical response obtained for the beams with 30 kg/m3 of
fibers approximately follows experimental response, the numerical
response of the beams with 60 kg/m3 of fibers is under the exper-
imental average curve. However, the numerical response can
reproduce the bending hardening behavior making evident the
change in the mechanical response with the increase of fibers.

The scatter of experimental results for SFRC beams tests is usual
for this type of material. As illustration, the standard deviation of
experimental results for SFRC is also plotted on Fig. 2b. When fibers
dosage is increased it is more difficult to achieve a homogeneous
distribution of fibers and fibers orientation in concrete matrix.
The model presented assumes very simple distributions of fibers
and so it is expected to have greater differences with experimental
results when fibers content is increased. The differences obtained
between numerical and experimental results can the attributed
to the presence of fibers slightly inclined with respect to the nor-
mal fracture plane. These fibers present higher pull-out resistance
than that indicated in Fig. 3.
6. Numerical simulation of beams

This section presents the details of the numerical simulation of
RC beams and the comparison with tests results. The beams were
approximately modeled using the same code employed in Sec-
tion 5. The strengthened beams and the whole process of testing,
repairing and re-testing were simulated. A special algorithm was
developed to reproduce the complete process. The numerical
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model and software developed are useful for the study and design
of strengthening or repairing schemes of RC structures with SFRC.
6.1. Finite element model

Fig. 4 shows the FE mesh used. The mesh looks coarse, but the
problem was numerically simulated with a more refined mesh
(half the element size) and similar results were obtained. Plain
stress four node 50 � 50 mm elements with 2 � 2 Gauss points
were used. The boundary conditions are also shown in Fig. 4; the
beam was simply supported and displacement increments were
applied in the third of the span. Four different colors can be distin-
guished from up to down, each one corresponding to a different
composite material, the composition of which is indicated in
Table 6 for the different beams tested. Modified mixture theory
was used to model SFRC. The bottom layer is made of SFRC. The
rest of the layers are assumed as composite materials made of con-
crete, longitudinal and transverse reinforcement and SFRC jacket-
ing. Classical mixture theory was used to combine these
materials. Each line in Table 6 corresponds to a different composite
material indicated in Fig. 4 with different colors. The first three
lines correspond to RC beams, while the four last lines correspond
to strengthened or repaired RC concrete beams. The bottom layer
indicated in white in Fig. 4 is absent in RC concrete beams. The vol-
ume percentage of the different component materials of each com-
posite material are indicated in Table 6. For example, the first line
corresponds to the concrete core of RC beams indicated as compos-
ite material number one and composed of 99.7% of concrete and
0.3% of stirrups reinforcement. The second and the third lines cor-
respond to the bottom and upper layers and they are indicated as
composite materials 2 and 3. They are both composed of concrete
and longitudinal reinforcement in different percentages. For the
case of strengthen or repaired RC beams composite material 1 is
composed of the concrete core that includes concrete and stirrups
and of the lateral jacketing which is in turn a composite material
formed by concrete and fibers with different percentages depend-
ing on the material used for the jacketing (plain concrete, SFRC
with 30 kg/m3 fibers or SFRC with 60 kg/m3 fibers). The mechanical
properties of steel rebars are presented in Table 7.
6.2. Repairing algorithm

An evolutionary process was used to model the tests of the RC
beams previously damaged and then repaired without changing
the FE mesh. The process has two load steps. The first step corre-
sponds to the shear load of RC beams to damage them. The second
step corresponds to the shear load of repaired beams.

Fig. 5 illustrates the procedure. The FE mesh is the same in both
loads steps and includes the bottom part of the jacketing.

In the first load step the behavior of the RC beam under shear is
reproduced. Thus, the beam width is that of the RC beam and the
volumetric fractions corresponding to the jacketing materials are
δ
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1600
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Fig. 4. Finite element m
set to zero. In this way the contribution of these materials to the
stiffness and strength of the RC beam is null. The bottom supports
are placed just under the RC bottom layer. The first load step is
conducted applying vertical displacement increments in corre-
spondence with the load point up to the maximum displacement
reached in the tests. Then the RC beam is unloaded with displace-
ment control until the vertical force is null. During this first loading
step concrete and steel rebars are inellastically deformed. At the
end of the first step, damage of the RC beam is represented by
the values of the internal variables of concrete and reinforcement
bars.

After the first load step, the width of the beam is enlarged and
the volume ratios of the jacketing materials are set to their actual
values to represent the addition of the jacketing. Although jacket-
ing materials did not contribute to the response of the RC beam in
the first load step, the corresponding strains, stress and internal
variables resulted not null, so they are reset to null values after
the first load step. In this way, at the beginning of the second load
step the repaired beam is made of damaged RC plus intact SFRC.
The supports are moved below the jacketing and all displacements
are reset to zero since in the tests the displacements were mea-
sured from the repaired beams initial position.

The second load step is conducted like the first load step with
displacement control applied on the repaired beam up to the max-
imum displacement reached in the test.

This algorithm was implemented in the FE code described in
Section 5.
7. Numerical results

7.1. RC beams and repaired beams

7.1.1. RC beams
Like in tests performed with displacement control, the numeri-

cal simulation of RC beams under shear was performed applying
quasistatic increasing vertical displacements at the load point.

The numerical response obtained for the RC beams that were
later repaired with different materials and the comparison with
individual tests is presented in Fig. 6 representing load versus ver-
tical displacement of load point curves. It can be seen that the
numerical simulation accurately reproduces the global stiffness
and is among experimental response of beams. Nevertheless, it
should be remarked that the tests of unreinforced beams showed
great dispersion. The dispersion is very low for the first part of
the tests but increases for displacements greater than 4 mm. The
maximum coefficient of variation is 0.23 and it is comparable to
those obtained by other authors for shear tests of RC beams [62]
and it can be attributed to the failure mechanism.

Among researchers it is generally accepted that shear mecha-
nism in RC structures is complex and hard to reproduce numerically.
The difficulty could be attributed to the diversity of contributions
present in the shear resistant mechanism, the multi-axial stress
1 Core

2 Lower

3 Upper

4 Jacketing

esh and materials.



Table 6
Materials volume fractions. Beams without reinforcement and strengthened/repaired beams.

Composite material Component materials volume fraction

Beam Mat.N� Concrete % Transv. reinf. % Long. reinf. % Jacketing

Concrete % Fiber x and y direction kFx = kFy%

RC 1 99.7 0.3 0 0 0
2 91.7 0.3 8 0 0
3 98.36 0.3 1.34 0 0

Plain concrete SFRC 30 kg/m3 SFRC 60 kg/m3 SFRC 30 kg/m3 SFRC 60 kg/m3

Str./Rep. 1 71.21 0.21 0 28.57 28.46 28.35 0.055 0.11
2 65.5 0.21 5.71 28.57 28.46 28.35 0.055 0.11
3 70.26 0.21 0.96 28.57 28.46 28.35 0.055 0.11
4 0 0 0 1.0 99.62 99.24 0.19 0.38
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state generated and the great amount of non-linearity proper of
diagonal cracking of concrete [63]. It is interesting to stand out that
in these beams the non linear post peak response curve is mainly
defined by concrete softening behavior because steel bars have still
much energy dissipation capacity at the end of the tests. The numer-
ical simulations showed that post peak behavior of these RC beams
under shear is strongly sensitive to crushing behavior of concrete.
The first damage of the beams is of shear type with diagonal crack-
ing. Finally a mechanism is formed and collapse is produced by con-
crete crushing near the load point.
7.1.2. Repaired beams
The numerical results for the beams previously damaged and

later repaired with different materials are shown in Fig. 7 where
load versus vertical deflection of the load point curves are plotted.
Experimental responses of these beams are also plotted in Fig. 7 for
comparison. The average experimental results of the unreinforced
RC beams when they were first loaded to damage them are also
included in Fig. 7.

Most of the repaired beams reached greater loads than when
they were first damaged. Considering average values it can be con-
cluded that the repair jacketing increased beams load bearing
capacity and that the average strength increased with the fiber
content of the SFRC jacketing.

Fig. 7(a) shows the load–displacement response of beams
repaired with plain concrete. The initial stiffness and strength
was recovered and even exceeded by the repaired beams due to
the section enlargement. Experimental responses show great dis-
persion that can be attributed to brittle mechanism of jacketing
debonding. Some experimental curves presented load drops
caused by the jacketing debonding. The numerical response
approximately reproduces the behavior of the beams repaired with
plain concrete but the numerical response is closer to that of the
repaired beam that did not exhibit jacketing debonding because
in the numerical model the SFRC jacketing was supposed to be per-
fectly bonded to the beam.

The load–displacement response of beams repaired with SFRC
with 30 kg/m3 of fibers is presented in Fig. 7(b). The repaired
Table 7
Reinforcement steel properties.

Properties Long. r

Elasticity modulus Exx (MPa) 200,00
Poisson ratio mxy ¼ mxz ¼ mzy ¼ myz 0.2
Elasticity modulus Eyy = Ezz (MPa) 100,00
Poisson ratio vyx = vzx 0.1
Yield stress in x rx (MPa) 485
Elastic yielding threshold ratio rxx=ryy ¼ rxx=rzz 0.001

x is the axial direction, y and z are normal to bar direction.
beams exhibit very good stiffness restitution and initial strength
was surpassed in all cases. The addition of fibers to the jacketing
helps preventing the debonding from the beam core. The numeri-
cal response is close to the average experimental response.

The load–displacement response of beams repaired with SFRC
with 60 kg/m3 of fibers is shown in Fig. 7(c). Stiffness and load
bearing capacity were substantially recovered and increased with
this material. The jacketing remained perfectly bonded to the beam
core due to the increase of fibers content. The beams repaired with
SFRC with 60 kg/m3 of fibers, Fig. 7(c), presented the greatest
strength increase with respect to the RC beams previously tested.
Nevertheless it must be noted that these results may be partly
due to the fact that they were subjected to lower displacements
in the previous test before they were repaired. Numerical response
reasonable reproduces the load bearing capacity of the repaired
beams but some differences can be observed in initial stiffness
and the post-peak load that is overestimated. It should be noted
that the average experimental response of the RC beams that were
later repaired with SFRC with 60 kg/m3 of fibers was more brittle
than that of the rest of the RC beams, evidencing the presence of
some defects in concrete causing an early crushing failure on top
concrete and sudden drop of load bearing capacity. This type of
behavior is also obtained for the repaired beams. The numerical
model assumes the homogeneous properties for concrete and thus
it is not able to capture this type of effects.
7.2. Beams strengthened with FRC

The numerical response of the strengthened beams and their
comparison with average experimental results for the different
types of strengthening materials are shown Fig. 8. The average
experimental response of the RC concrete beams (without jacket-
ing) is also plotted in these figures to show the effect of this
strengthening technique. It can be seen that in almost all cases
the strengthened beams had greater bearing capacity than the
unreinforced beams and due to the jacketing, the load bearing
capacity is maintained during further deformation. Comparing
Fig. 8a–c, corresponding to plain concrete jacketing and SFRC with
ebars Stirrups Hangers
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Step 1 Shear Load of RC Beams 
First Load Initial 

Setup 
RC beam width 
% jacketing materials null 
Supports under bottom RC layer 

Load - Unload 

Displacement increments up to maximum displacement 
Unload 

Step 2 Shear Load of Repaired Beams 
Repair 

Enlarge beam width to repaired beam width 
Reset materials % to their actual value in repaired beams 
Reset jacketing materials stresses, strains and internal variables to zero 

Reloading Setup 

Reset all displacements to zero 
Move the supports to the bottom of repaired beam 

Reloading 
Displacement increments up to maximum displacement. 

Fig. 5. Repairing procedure.
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different fibers contains jacketing, it can be observed that the addi-
tion of fibers to the jacketing not only helps maintaining adherence
with the concrete core but also contributes to the increase of load
bearing capacity.

Fig. 8(a) shows the load–displacement response of beams
strengthened with plain concrete. In this case, great differences
were obtained in the tests for similar beams. The dispersion of
experimental responses can be attributed to jacketing debonding
that was evident in one beam but not in the case of the other. Since
the numerical model assumes perfect bonding between the jacket-
ing and the concrete core, the numerical response is close to that of
the most resistant beam.

The load–displacement response of beams strengthened with
SFRC with 30 kg/m3 of fibers is shown in Fig. 8(b). One of the exper-
imental curves presents abrupt load decay due to jacketing deb-
onding. It can be seen that numerical response follows
experimental results of the beam that did not exhibit jacketing
debonding, slightly overestimating the peak load.

The load–displacement response of beams strengthened with
SFRC with 60 kg/m3of fibers is presented in Fig. 8(c). It can be seen
that numerical response is close to experimental results.
8. Other strengthening/repairing alternatives

The effect of different variables of the SFRC strengthening on
the shear performance of the repaired or strengthened beams is
numerically studied in this section.

The response of strengthened beams with different SFRC jacket-
ing thickness (20 mm, 30 mm and 40 mm) was numerically repro-
duced. The jacketing concrete matrix, the fiber type and contents
were the same as in the experimental program. The responses of
the strengthened beams are presented in Fig. 9. As expected, it
can be seen that the load bearing capacity increases with the jac-
keting thickness (constant fiber content) and also increases with
fiber content for constant thickness. It should be observed that
stiffness and strength of strengthened beams are more sensitive
to jacketing thickness than to jacketing fiber content. Nevertheless,
it must be taken into account that these numerical simulations are
not able to capture the fibers action preventing jacketing debond-
ing. Experimental results show the importance of this action sug-
gesting that fibers content should at least be enough to achieve
suitable jacketing adherence to the RC beam. On the other side,
there is an upper limit to fibers content given by workability of
SFRC so that it can be poured in the jacketing thickness.

Jacketing thickness should be large enough to allow SFRC pour-
ing. Upper limit to the jacketing thickness is usually given by the
need of reducing additional mass of the structure and economical
and aesthetic aspects.

The effect of using different strength concrete for the jacketing
is also numerically analyzed. The high strength concrete used for
the jacketing in the tests and a normal strength concrete, similar
to that used for the RC beams, with E ¼ 29;500 MPa; ruc ¼
38:8 MPa; rfc ¼ 26 MPa and R0p ¼ 12 are compared. The same steel
fibers (normal strength fibers) and fibers contents than in the
experimental tests were used in this case. The fibers pull out
response not only depends on the fibers geometry and properties
but also on the matrix properties. The stress–displacement curve
used to define the fibers hardening for normal strength concrete
is obtained from experimental pull out tests [64] and is shown in
Fig. 10.

The numerical responses of the beams strengthened with SFRC
using different strength concretes for the matrix are presented in
Fig. 11. Different fibers contents are compared for constant jacket-
ing thickness (30 mm). As expected, the bearing capacity of the
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strengthened beams increases with the strength of the concrete
used for the SFRC jacketing. Nevertheless, as the jacketing is very
thin, the increase of load bearing capacity achieved using higher
concrete strength for the jacketing is low.

The effect of using a different fiber type for the SFRC jacketing is
also analyzed. Hooked end high strength fibers with
length=diameter ¼ 60 mm=0:71 mm inserted in high strength con-
crete matrix were considered. The corresponding pull out curve is
shown in Fig. 10. The numerical response of RC beams strengthened
with SFRC concrete made of the same high strength concrete but
with different types of fibers are presented in Fig. 12 for comparison.
The curves in each figure correspond to the same fiber content. The
beams strengthened with SFRC with more resistant fibers present
slightly higher post peak load bearing capacity. It should be
observed that, although the pull out response of one fiber is strongly
different (see Fig. 3 and solid line in Fig. 10), the effects on the
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behavior of the strengthened beams are slightly different. Actually,
the key value for SFRC behavior is fibers pull out strength per unity
of fibers mass because equal fibers dosages are being compared.
Even considering this, the results in Fig. 12 show that fibers type
slightly affects the behavior of SFRC strengthened beams. This con-
clusion is in coincidence with that related to fibers content. Never-
theless, it should be noted again that the continuous numerical
model used is not able to capture aspects related to SFRC cracking
control, debonding and durability that would be essential points
to choose one or other type of fibers. Experimental evidence
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[64,65] show that there is an optimum fiber aspect ratio. On the
other side, to facilitate SFRC pouring, fiber length should be condi-
tioned by jacketing thickness. Fibers strength should be enough to
prevent fiber rupture before sliding. This aspect is not only related
to fibers strength itself but also with SFRC matrix strength.

The behavior of a beam strengthened with SFRC jacketing only
in the lateral sides is also studied. The numerical results obtained
showed that the behavior of the strengthened beam is similar to
that corresponding to the strengthened beams including the bot-
tom SFRC reinforcing layer. Nevertheless, it should be taking into
account that the bottom part helps preserving the monolithic
behavior of the jacketing and hides the bottom damage face of
the beam.

An additional repairing case is analyzed. The repairing of beam
on both sides and at the bottom, but only on the half of the beam
where the load is located (see Fig. 13) is studied. The results of this
numerical simulation are very close to those including the repairing
in the full length. This type of repairing represents an important
save of SFRC but it would be conditioned by aesthetic reasons.
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9. Conclusions

A simple numerical approach to model SFRC is used to simulate
the behavior of reinforced concrete beams strengthened and
repaired with this material tested under shear.

The contribution of fibers to the behavior of SFRC is considered
in a simple way using a modification of classical mixture theory
that can be straightforward implemented in a displacement based
non linear finite element program. Fibers and fibers/matrix behav-
ior are jointly characterized with experimental fiber pull-out
curves that depend not only on fibers material and geometry but
also on the concrete matrix properties. The assumption of fibers
orientation in three orthogonal directions is acceptable. More
information about the distribution of fibers in different SFRC ele-
ments and of the percentage of fibers effectively being pull out
across fissures would help to improve numerical results for SFRC.
Nevertheless, taking into account the dispersion of experimental
results, the numerical model used for SFRC approximately repro-
duces characterization tests.

The model used to simulate the RC beams, strengthened and
repaired beams in two dimensions without explicitly modeling rein-
forcement and the jacketing, but considering them as components of
a composite material, is useful to reduce computational time and
gives a reasonable approximation of the whole element behavior.

The method developed to reproduce the damaging and repair-
ing process allows keeping the changes suffered in the first loading
and objectively represents its behavior in the second stage. The
composite structure is well reproduced and load bearing capacity
is approximately assessed.

Composite hysteretic behavior can be simulated combining
elastoplastic models for the components within the composite
approach presented in this paper. Only unloading curves have been
simulated for the tested beams and they show a slight non-linear-
ity. The model should be further calibrated to reproduce the shape
of the hysteresis loops obtained in the tests.

The numerical model developed helps understanding the
behavior of the strengthened and repaired beams and can be useful
for the design of this type of intervention technique.

The following conclusions can be derived from the numerical
simulations and comparison with experimental results.

Experimental results of reinforced concrete beams showed
great dispersion. Numerical results obtained for these beams are
close to the average experimental results. The simulations show
that the post-peak response depends on concrete behavior because
the steel bars still have great energy dissipation capacity. The post
peak behavior of these RC beams under shear is strongly sensitive
to crushing behavior of concrete because the final collapse is pro-
duced by concrete crushing near the load point.

The strengthened/repaired beams with plain concrete and fiber
reinforced concrete showed greater bearing capacity than the rein-
forced concrete beams used for comparison and load can be further
maintained in the post peak response. The simulation of strength-
ened beams approximately reproduce experimental results of
beams that do not exhibit jacketing debonding. Both experimental
and numerical results show that load bearing capacity and post
peak behavior are slightly sensitive to the jacketing fiber content.
Nevertheless, experimental results show that plain concrete jac-
keting debonding is responsible for the strengthening system fail-
ure and that the addition of fibers to the jacketing contributes to
prevent its debonding from the RC concrete beam. The numerical
model assumes perfect bonding between the jacketing and the
RC beam and, thus it cannot simulate jacketing debonding. In order
to completely assess the fiber contributions it is important to
model this effect. This improvement could be done with an
approach similar to that used to model fibers debonding/slipping.
For the design of this type of intervention it is important to sim-
ulate the behavior of the resulting composite structures consider-
ing all the design variables: jacketing extension and thickness,
concrete mechanical properties, fibers contents and type of fibers.

Numerical simulations made with different thicknesses show
that, as expected, the whole behavior does not significantly vary.
Therefore, it would be advisable to define the thickness consider-
ing working conditions, price and additional mass added to the
structure.

Numerical results also showed that the length of the repairing
zone can be reduced to the damaged zone with practically the
same results and a considerable saving of repairing material.

The improvement of concrete strength also contributes to the
enhancement provided by this intervention technique but the
increase in load bearing capacity is slightly sensitive to the SFRC
jacketing concrete strength.

According to the numerical results presented in this paper the
effect of content and type of fibers on the response of the repaired
or strengthened beams with SFRC jacketing is slightly perceptible.
Nevertheless, it should be noted that the continuous mechanical
model used is not able to capture some important facts like work-
ability, debonding, durability and aesthetic aspects. The selection
of the content and type of fiber should be done considering the
above mentioned aspects. Taking into account available experi-
mental results, general rules can be stated. Fibers content should
be enough to prevent jacketing debonding but limited to assure
SFRC workability and pouring. Fibers slender should be enough
to control jacketing cracking but fibers length is conditioned by
the jacketing thickness. Fibers strength should be chosen in rela-
tion with concrete matrix strength to prevent fibers breakage
before sliding.
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